Siddharth Village School
Madivalam (Vill), Nallur (PO), Hosur - 635103
Our students are coming forward to present the school Annual report, the
highlights of our activities and achievements in this academic year.
I would like to throw light on our school vision, Mission and the School Motto
VISION
“Creation of Ambience” for Exploration, Experience, Expression and Evolution of
students, teachers and society at large and co-creation with the universe that
spreads joy, happiness, wisdom and freedom.
MISSION
To bring about transformation for an individual student, teacher, family and the
community at large and to render relevant services so as to support and trigger
the independent learners/teachers with imbibed values like love, commitment,
responsibility, knowledge and empowerment towards oneself, others and the
society and to be goal-oriented, optimistic and inspiring role model for effecting
a holistic development of an individual student and the Universe.
MOTTO
Explore, Experience, Express and Evolve
The School Management Committee meetings are held twice in a year. All the
important activities like how to identify the learning disabilities and improve
their condition, athletic achievements, how to inculcate the reading habit
among the students, expo, educational tour, celebrations etc are also discussed
and decisions are passed in the meeting.
Our school vision gives us a perfect forum for exploring, experiencing,
expressing and evolving with new knowledge in the lap of nature. Our school
heads and teachers continuously guide us in all the teaching learning process in
a fear free environment wherein each of us is ensured that we are happy,
fearless, free to express and has the freedom to come out with the best of us.
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Our school vision gives us a holistic approach which stands very much
integrated with the curriculum giving us a strong base on academic excellence
as well as values
The vision mainly aims to develop individual students to be independent
learners with imbibed values like love, commitment ,knowledge, responsibility
and empowerment towards ourselves ,others and the society
We as students are fortunate to have a second home as our teachers are our
aunties and uncles which establishes a strong connection ,faith ,trust and great
mutual understanding .We appreciate our school philosophy greatly as each of
us get equal rights in participating in all the activities and each one’s effort is
appreciated without being judgemental. We make best use of our school
ambience which is in plenty ,enriched with natural wealth and we learn the
values to be grounded and yet give love, affection, help, respect , gratitude,
care, share unconditionally .We the siddharth school students are made to
believe that our personal value ,family value and school value should be aligned
together so that which would create a striking reformation in the society in
terms of values like cleanliness, sharing, caring, concern towards nature,
respecting one another, being responsible and independent
We are encouraged to believe in the values which is for the greater cause of
human welfare and to get convinced ourselves first in order to follow the values
strongly so that we would take the risk to make such values a regular practice in
each one of us making it aligned with our personal values thereby reflecting it in
the family and the surrounding.
We have various animals living with us in our school campus who are nurtured
and taken care well as every child is taken care of .we have a symbiotic
relationship with them wherein we both interact and exchange our love
continuously .
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We are fortunate to have various facilities provided by our school like school
library, school laboratories, computer systems, smart boards, recycle unit, art
and craft room, pottery shed, rain water harvesting units, music room, dance
room, vermicompost areas for upgrading and enhancing our knowledge
towards getting a holistic development in each one of us. Let us not forget our
non-teaching staff who work tirelessly at the background being part of our
journey and success. Our special thanks to the non-teaching staff and various
other areas like administration, accounts and front office ,ICT technicians
May and June 2019
 I am privileged to present the events of May and June 2019
 The school conducts various orientation programmes for our respected
aunties to update themselves with the changes.
 Each teacher of our siddharth family is trained in such a way that the
teaching-learning process is carried out with the objectives connected
directly with our vision. The teacher understands every individual child’s
need- cognitive skills, behavioural, kinesthetic skills and the learning style
in order to bring out the best of each student leading to a holistic
development.
 Session on Louis steven’s Five chairs, five choices , The BE(happy) Attitudes
and piaget’s stages of coginitive development and thinking process were
conducted from 29th May to 5th June.
 The session on Louis steven’s Five chairs, five choices was conducted on
29th and 30th May 2019 demonstrated with five chairs which represented
five choices focusing on how to interpret the person’s behavior and
understand him or her perspective leading to an enhanced and healthy
relationship. The session mainly focused on making every individual reflect
within to understand his/her own need and potential to take him to the
next stage of development.
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 All the teachers are given training mainly on piaget’s stages of coginitive
development and thinking process which is considered as the most
successful ,fullproof method recognized internationally .Teachers are given
expertise on understanding the students’ different stages of development
based on piaget’s four stages- sensori motor stage, pre-operational stage,
concrete operational stage and formal operational stage in order to cater
to each child’s cognitive need ,behavioural pattern and learning style
 Our teaching-learning method is very much entwined with the different
thinking process like classification, seriation, numerical construction,
structuring of space and time and language development .
 Teachers are mentored by the school heads who give them demonstration
classes and show how the teaching-learning process is carried on along
with the above mentioned process of the School vision and mission. After
mentoring the trainee teachers thoroughly they are asked to present a
demo by themselves in order to strengthen their confidence in the
particular subject matter and make them comfortable to adapt in the new
environment.
 Our teachers never believe in the old stereotypical methodology of
education making themselves confined to the classroom rather they
undertake various approaches in the activities which enable us to think
,create, be confident, efficient in problem solving, leadership skills ,risk
taking skills ,social skills and adaptability .
 We get the opportunity to do many interesting activities to work and
discuss in groups which gives us the platform to interact, communicate
and share our knowledge with our peers and buddies mutually .This also
brings out the potential and strength that each individual student is
equipped with .This is when teachers understand the student’s qualities
and skills in various contexts like observational skill, scientific
,inquisitiveness, experimentation ,literary ,leadership skills, sensitivity
towards environment.
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 The teachers also underwent capacity building programme conducted by
CBSE master trainers across the months of the year 2019
 CBP on strengthening Assessment and evaluation, competence building in
English, Specialization in Mathematics, Art integration, Health and physical
education.
 The School reopened after summer vacation on 6th June 2019 for all the
classes.
 Excellence in academics , sports and other co-curricular activities is the
hallmark of any good institution
 I am happy to announce that the 11th batch of class X secured 100% result
in All India Secondary school Examination 2019
 35 students out of 42 students secured distinction(75 and above), 42 out
of 42 students passed in Ist class (60 above)
 Six students secured centum in Information Technology
 Our school students participated in various interschool sports activities
and won laurels to the school
 CBSE interschool sport event for Volley ball and Basket ball was conducted
on 07/08/2019. 20 teams from Krishnagiri district participated in the
event.
 Our students participated in the cbse cluster VI Athletic meet 2019 -zonal
and National level for Boys and girls conducted in Nava Bharath National
school, Coimbatore in association with Coimbatore Sahodaya school
complex conducted from 16th September to 20th September 2019. Three
boys and 6 girls won the athletics meet in various events.
 Our school boys and girls successfully added another feather to our cap by
defending the Trophy in the CBSE cluster Volley ball meet held on 12th
October 2019.Our school secured III place.18 girls and 17 boys participated
and were selected for the final at the Zonal level.
 International yoga day: The theme for the 5th International yoga day was
climate action which was celebrated on 21st June 2019 .Students from
classes III to X along with staff and other stake holders participated in the
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mass yoga demonstration from 8.35 am to 9.00 am followed by art
integrated yoga event, essay writing, slogan writing, drawing competition
based on yoga which ensured the holistic approach to health and well
being.
Awareness programme on water scarcity: Students of class X conducted
an awareness assembly on water scarcity, causes of water scarcity, how to
conserve water, the remedial measures to be taken by students and how
to motivate their parents and neighbors.
Medical camp: The school organized a medical health check-up camp for
the students of grade I to X on 05/07/2019. A team of doctors – Dr.
Sujonitha, Dr. Harish and Dr. Jeffry ,the staff of Muller’s Medical college,
Mangalore conducted the check-up which included physical examination,
blood pressure check-up, BMI check-up, Dental, Eye and Haemoglobin
Check-up .
Parent Teacher meeting: PTA meeting for classes I to X was conducted on
21th July 2019 to discuss about the areas their children are excelling in and
to give them specific ideas of how to improve upon their child’s
performance.
Fruit day: Fruit day was conducted .We all were asked to bring only fruit as
snacks. We always insist to have organic food instead of Junk food
Our school developed the habit of intaking organic food and say no to junk
food from young age i.e., from kindergarten stage onwards

August:
 Orientation programme:An orientation programme on “Introduction of
two levels of examinations (Mathematics- Standard, which is an existing
paper & Mathematics-Basic, an easier one) was conducted to the parents
of Class X on 10/08/2019.
 Independence Day celebration: Independence Day was celebrated with
active participation of the entire siddharth village community. The day
started with the welcoming of the chief guest followed by the march past
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by the four houses. Four groups joined to put up a fabulous show on
Independence Day focusing on the theme “National Integration”.
The parent –teacher meet for kindergarten was held on 18/08/2019 to
discuss about the kids’ progress.
Experiential learning: It is a great way to enjoy the unique learning
experiences outside the classroom environment. Experiential learning
helps us to experience hands on learning and provide us with the real
world experience.
The students from classes I to X were taken to super market, veterinary
hospital, firestation, brick factory, brick kiln, cultivation field, gerbera
green garden ,pissiculture farm land and Bank
The students from Classes I to X also visited Bannarghata national park,
Museum, Pslanetarium, Cubban park, Mysore and Hyderabad
One child, one plant campaign :The student of classes III to X were
initiated to plant a seed or sapling based on the theme “one child, one
plant campaign”. Through this campaign the students were sensitized that
the rate of damage to the environment is way too high than its repair,
thereby, making tree plantation ,the need of the hour to control
environmental damage
Tree plantation:The students of class VI, VII and IX planted trees on either
side of the road leading to Nallur village , in and around the school
campus.
The students of class Ix constructed the Edible food tower as their SEWA
activity. The students learnt the methodology to construct the tower . It is
constructed on permaculture principle grow your own food movement.
The tower was made from scarp vertical gardening, using very little ground
space
Preparation of Panchagavya: We were exposed to organic farming
methods. In this aspect, the treachers trained us to prepare panchagavya
using cow dung, cow urine, milk, curd, jaggery, ghee, banana mixed in
correct proportion. We were made aware of this potentiality of this
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organic product to play a great role in promoting growth and immunity in
plant system.
September:
Teachers day: We solemnly celebrated teachers day on 5th September 2019
.We expressed our gratitude and appreciation by greeting all our teachers
with hand- made greeting cards.Class X initiated to organize the celebration
Awareness programme on Swacch bharath :
 An awareness programme on swach bharath was conducted by us ,the
students of class V to X in Nallur village. We went on a rally in the
streets of the village ,raised slogans on the importance of practicing
cleanliness and hygiene in and around our living space.
 We also conducted an awareness campaign on clean India, climate
change, beat plastic pollution ,sustainability for future at Hosur bus
stand on 18th October 2019
 Students demonstrated villupattu on climate change,street play on beat
plastic usage, mannequin presentation on illeffects of plastic usage .We
sang songs and raised slogans.
SEWA:
 We are also involved in SEWA activities .As a part of experiential learning
,SEWA activities help the students to get trained in vocational education
and develop socially useful products.
 Class X took over swach Bharath Abhiyann, Class IX involved in
construction of Edible food tower, Class VIII built the Rain water harvesting
pit , Class VII took over tree plantation and class Vi indulged themselves in
Vermicomposting.
 Class I to V contributed towards cocopeat preparation, seed ball
preparation thereby creating a conscious journey towards conservation of
water and sustainable development.
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October:
Gandhi Jayanthi
 We celebrated the 150th birth anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi on 2nd
October 2019 by starting the day with a special assembly and other
various activities to emphasise the significance of the day
Khadi day:
 In order to commemorate the 150th birth anniversary of Mahatma
Gandhiji ,Khadi day was celebrated .The students were made aware of the
importance of khadhi dress and we also wear khadhi dress weekly once.
Competitive Exams
 The school conducts many competitive exams to self evaluate the
performance of students in par with the National level
 ASSET, OLYMPAID and GREEN OLYMPAID are conducted to enable and
equip the students with skills and competence to diagnose their weaker
areas and tap their inherent potential.
 Some of the students were selected for the national level
 The students are also exposed to CBSE online competitons. Arybhatta
Ganit challenge 2020 was conducted for classes VIII to X students to
promote Mathematical and reasoning activities. Three students of class X
were selected for the second stage
 Space quiz chandrayan II :The students of classes VI to X participated in the
space quiz chandrayan II .The students were encouraged with certificates
undersigned by ISRO
Eco-friendly Diwali celebration:An awareness programme on celebration of
eco-friendly diwali was conducted from 24th October to 26th October 2019. We
the students of classes VIII,IX and X lead by class X gave an awareness to all the
classes to celebrate an eco-friendly diwali. We were convinced of reducing the
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usage of crackers and contributed towards helping the needy . We gifted old
age home and orphanage inmates with rice, oil, sugar, lentils, fruits and sweets
November:
 Elnino 2019: As a part of our experiential learning we conducted multidisciplinary expo on all subject for all the classes. Explore, experience,
Express and Evolve were our ultimate motto . The expo helped the
students to show case their talents and learn to apply the concepts.It also
developed our speaking skills and boosted up our confidence level
 Shakespearean play: The play Merchant of Venice was displayed during
the project to showcase the students talent of enacting the dramatic skill
 Parents’ involvement : We have organized a team game for the parents
along with the project display.The parents participated in the team game
enthusiastically.
 Children’s day celebration: Our aunties showed their love and affection
on the 14th November ,the Children’s day .They greeted us with a song and
distributed hand-made greeting cards for each child of their class. The
teachers also conducted many games to cheer up the children and make
them happy.
 Vaccination : We were given a free vaccine against Tetanus, Diptheria and
Whooping cough on 29th November 2019
 As a part of the Deworming programme as directed by government
Albentazol talblet was given to us
 Vigilance awareness week:The vigilance awareness week was observed
from October 28th to November 2 .The theme is Integrity –A way of life.We
conducted various activities like debates, quiz, essay writing competition,
slogan writing competition, poster making competition on moral values,
ethics,good governance practices
 Fit India Movement: Hon’ble Prime Minister of India has launched the Fit
India Movement on 29 Aug 2019 with a view to make Physical Fitness a
way of life. Fit India Movement aims at behavioural changes – from
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sedentary lifestyle to physically active way of day-to-day living.Our school
organized fit india school week in the month of November. We conducted
many fitness activities and introduced the benefit of each and every
fitness activities
December:
 Sports day: The annual sports meet of 2019 was held on 21st of December
2019 .Mr.Sundar ,father of Oviya class X inaugurated the sports meet
.Various events were conducted. The programme started with March past
.Mr.Sundar lighted the Olympic torch and declared the sports meet
open.Various team games and athletic events were conducted .All the
students enthusiastically participated .Blue house Kolhai glaciers were the
winners and Yellow house Gangotari glaciers were the runners up.All
students were declared as winners .No loosers in SViS
 Followed by this Christmas day songs were sung
 Communal harmony day
January:
 Republic day: Republic day was celebrated by hoisting the national flag on
26thJanuary.
 I, on behalf of our school thank all of you for your patience in listening our
activities and achievements. Finally we are thankful to all the helping staff
– drivers, conductors, cleaners ,gardener, security officers and all the
people who contribute wonderfully in our day to day affairs ,their
continous and wonderful efforts in our way of moulding ourselves as
successful individuals can never be undermined. Their contribution can
never be ignored as without them we wouldn’t be accomplishing our great
vision and mission of this esteemed institution.

